Prof arrested on conspiracy, theft charges
by Craig Stiebiris
Staff Writer

The former head of Cal Poly's Natural Resource Management Department was arrested Tuesday for possession of stolen property, conspiracy, and cultivation of marijuana.

Cal Poly professor Robert Wambach was arrested Jan. 25 after Cal Poly Public Safety investigators received an anonymous tip and charged with conspiracy with Marjorie Ann Miller, a Cal Poly graduate student in agriculture, who was arrested Jan. 13 on similar charges.

Miller worked as an administrative assistant to Wambach on a California Department of Forestry project. She also worked as his assistant at Montana's Fish, Wildlife, and Parks Department.

Cal Poly Public Safety investigators recovered approximately $3,000 in stolen property and two marijuana plants.

The recovered property included an electronic scale reported stolen from the NRM department in October 1982, and an IBM typewriter reported stolen from the Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Department.

Prior to coming to Cal Poly in September of 1981, Wambach was president and senior consultant of Wambach and Associates of Helena, Montana, a worldwide consulting firm for the management, economic assessment, and public relations in the fields of natural resources, forestry, land use, and wildlife.

From 1977 to 1980, Wambach served as Montana's director of fish, wildlife, and parks, serving the governor's cabinet and administering the state's programs in those areas.

At the University of Montana in Missoula, he spent ten years, rising from associate professor to dean of the School of Forestry.

Wambach is currently teaching three classes in the NRM Dept.

No disciplinary action is planned by the Cal Poly administration at this time.

Save Poly shuttle
ASI week theme
by Mary Henessey
Staff Writer

A promotional week to encourage students to ride the Poly Shuttle bus service has been planned by ASI External Affairs Assistant Bill Doyle in an attempt to increase ridership so the service won't be cancelled next quarter.

"The Poly Shuttle was scheduled to be discontinued at the end of fall quarter by the Mass Transit Committee, but was allowed to continue for one more quarter at the insistence of Doyle.

"The week is designed to show the students the advantages of riding the bus.", Doyle said. "Students should be riding the bus. It's convenient, it's affordable and it can save them money."

The promotional week, scheduled from Feb. 7 to Feb. 11, will include a poster-advertising campaign and publicity through the Mustang Daily and KCPR radio.

Tenure status unscathed by cuts
by Scott Swanson
Staff Writer

Despite recent budget cuts in the California State University system, there is no indication that Cal Poly professors will have a tougher time getting tenure in the future.

The layoff of 14 tenured professors at Sonoma State University last September caused some speculation on how the rest of the schools in the CSU system would be affected. But according to campus Personnel Relations Director Donald L. Shelton, job security for Cal Poly instructors should remain stable for the foreseeable future.

"At this point, what I see of the budget doesn't indicate the layoffs of any faculty members," Shelton said. "And as to whether it would result in the denial of tenure to some, I would say in all probability, no."

At least 17 U.S. colleges and universities have laid off or terminated tenured faculty in recent months, according to a recent article in The Chronicle of Higher Education. The layoffs have been attributed to smaller enrollments and shifting student interests which have forced schools to eliminate academic and administrative positions.

According to Bonnie Brady, an Administrative Aide to the Director of Personnel, the last count in the Fall of 1982 showed 75.9 percent of Cal Poly's faculty were tenured.

Tenure is a protection against dismissal that is awarded to an instructor after a probationary period.

At Cal Poly, a full professor may be granted tenure after one year, and has to get it after two years on staff. Lower-level instructors are usually tenured after four years, although the university president may grant them a fifth year of probation.

During the probationary period, a committee of tenured faculty, along with the department head and dean, participate in an evaluation process which varies from department to department. The committee may recommend to the department head that the instructor be tenured or terminated. The department head then makes a recommendation to the president and the president makes the appointment or dismissal.

"Tenure is an important action," said Shelton. "It always has been. The president awards it at the end of a very thorough evaluation process."

A tenured professor may not be demoted, suspended, or dismissed except for certain reasons which are defined in the Campus Administrative Manual.

Some causes of suspension, dismissal, or demotion are immoral conduct, dishonesty, incompetency, conviction of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude, drunkenness on duty, and addiction to the use of narcotics or habit-forming drugs.
Legendary football coach Paul "Bear" Bryant dies

(AP) — Paul W. "Bear" Bryant, the Alabama legend who retired last month as the winningest coach in college football history, died Wednesday of heart attack. He was 69.

Bryant, who bid farewell to the game after the Liberty Bowl in Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 29, died at Druid City Hospital, where he had been admitted late Tuesday complaining of chest pains. Bryant's physician, Dr. William Hill, said Bryant's heart stopped at 12:24 p.m. CST Wednesday.

"We did put a pacemaker through his chest and were able to restore a weak heartbeat" for about an hour, he said. Bryant was declared dead at 1:30 p.m., Hill said.

Only hours before his death, officials at the hospital reported Bryant in "good spirits," with his vital signs stable.

Former New York Giants Coach Ray Perkins, who was named to succeed Bryant as Alabama coach, visited him Wednesday morning. Hill said.

"This morning he joked about going Las Vegas," Hill said. "He said one thing he wanted to do was go back to Arkansas and do some duck hunting."

Hill said Bryant had been on medication for mild heart trouble the past few years.

"I'm shocked," said Florida Coach Charley Pell, who played under Bryant. "I talked with coach yesterday Tuesday morning and he was in good spirits and laugh­ed often. It was the best talk we've had since I've known him."

"He was a monument figure in intercollegiate athletics, a man who set standards not easily attainable by men," said Penn State Coach Joe Paterno.

"He was a giant and we will miss him."

Mexico troubled by oil prices

(AP) — The Mexican economy faces a grave danger in the expected drop in world oil prices, the newspaper Excelsior said Wednesday.

"This requires great serenity on the part of the government and of Mexican society to confront in the least damaging way the imminent drop in oil prices, as a consequence of a speculative manipulation by the superdeveloped nations to corral again petroleum fuel producers and their energetic "rebellion" of the last decades," it said in an editorial.

"The discussion has returned on whether we should belong or not belong to OPEC. This is no longer relèvant," the editorial said. "The important thing is to manage our petroleum commerce intelligently and with independence."

CSU students sue university over fee increase

"(AP) — Two California State University students are suing the university for breach of contract over its recent decision to charge full-time students an extra $64 this spring, their lawyer said Wednesday.

Robert DeKoven, a Cal State-San Diego graduate, and Rebecca Feeble, a senior there, filed the amended lawsuit Tuesday in Superior Court, attorney Kevin Kaeder said.

The students want a preliminary injunction blocking the special surcharge, or, failing that, $23.9 million in damages.

"Basically we're suing over breach of contract and an unconstitutional in­crease of fees," Kaeder said. "The university-student relationship is con­tractual. Students began paying their fees in November, now suddenly in January they're told they're going to be paying more and getting less."

"Another part of our argument is that the state constitution guarantees higher education, and everytime trustees in­crease fees a certain number of students are less able to go."

Named as defendants are Gov. George Deukmejian, who triggered the fee hikes by ordering a 2 percent budget cut for Cal State, and San Diego State President Thomas B. Day. State Con­troller Kenneth Cory; CSU Chancellor W. Axt and Reynolds and the CSU Board of Trustees. Mayer Chapman, general counsel for the board, said he received a copy of the lawsuit on Tuesday, but didn't believe it would hold up in court.

The lawsuit originally was filed on Jan. 11.
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Student design chosen by environmental board

by Linda Reiff

Three Cal Poly landscape architecture students are anxious to see their award winning resource center landscape design become a reality this summer.

The creative, yet efficient, plans of Mark Bowers, Steve Crouch and Steve Noll were selected on Jan. 8 by a panel of seven judges for the Community Environmental Council in Santa Barbara.

The council sponsored a contest to acquire a landscape design for the future Jim Giles Resource Center. The center will be part of the council's "Mesa Project," an area established to demonstrate and teach the public the relationship between human needs and environmental resources.

Steve Crouch, one of the student designers, said, "It's a place where the community will come and get ideas for their homes and gardens."

The council is concerned with recycling, small scale gardening, energy management, concepts for renewable energy and the efficient use of land, water and resources.

Paul Rafa, director of the Community Environmental Council, said, "We were after a landscape compatible with the overall site plan. It had to tie in with what was already there."

"That was one of our main goals," said Mark Bowers. "Something that harmonizes with what is there."

A water and cost estimation were also part of the assignment. In addition, the plans had to incorporate all environmental concerns of the council and comply with all landscape requirements of the city of Santa Barbara.

"We feel that the design, with some modifications, will meet the requirements of the city. More important, it met our requirements," said Rafa.

The project will begin in late spring; the work is scheduled to be completed by January, 1984.

W-2 forms now available

Foundation employees may pick up their W-2 income tax forms at the University Union cashier's office from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The forms are necessary for those filing 1982 state and federal income tax returns.
You’ve Worked Your Mind
Now Work Your Body!!

3 months - $64
1 Month - $25

Mon. - Fri. 7:30am - 8:00pm
Saturday 10am - 2pm

THE TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE CLINIC
Tires and Complete Automotive Repair
543-8077

"LARRY" and BO
1234 Broad St.
S.L.O.

COUPON

BRAKE SPECIAL
(ALL FOUR WHEELS)
Disc/pipe, Reg. 139.99...NOW 89""
Drum/pipe, Reg. 119.99...NOW 79""
Includes: Turn drums & rotors, rebuild
w/cyl., replace brake lining and pads,
park front bearings, bleed, adjust
and road test.
Offer Good Thru 1-31-83

THE TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE CLINIC
Tires and Complete Automotive Repair
543-8077

"LARRY" and BO
1234 Broad St.
S.L.O.

COUPON

TRANSMISSION SERVICE
Reg. $138.88
NOW $248

Includes: Drain Transmission
Pan Fluid, Change Pan Gasket & Filter. Refill with up to 3 qts.
of Trans/Fluid & Test Drive.
Does not include adjusting bands or draining torque converter.
Offer Good Thru 1-31-83

Bank of America
Career Interviews

Is there a place for you
in our new world of banking?

Bank of America is conducting career interviews for
California Polytechnic undergraduate students on
Thursday, February 10. See your school placement
office for more information about a career at Bank
of America.

Bank of America
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MONTAGE DAILY
Thursday, January 27, 1983

Painting vandals
stir up controversy

by Jennifer Kildee
Brief Writer

Vandalism of the Architecture Building was among the
topics covered at an open discussion at the Architecture
Gallery last week.

Doug Gerard, executive dean of Facilities Planning;
Brian Cravens, chairman of the Student Planning Com-
mission; and David Hatcher, Architectural Engineering
department head were the panelists who answered ques-
tions at the open discussion Jan. 19.

Vandalism has occurred at the four-story stairtower
which faces the old library lawn, said Dennis Potts, presi-
dent of the Student Council of the School of Architecture
and Environmental Design. Potts said paint was spilled
from the top of the stairtower to the bottom.

"This is the third or fourth time that’s happened in the
many years," Potts said. "I think the last time was dur-
ing the last Poly Royal." Potts said some people believe the destruction is
because of the vandalism. Fernandez with the curriculum of
the School of Architecture and Environmental Design.

"The meeting probably satisfied most of the par-
ticipants but probably not those who are unsatisfied with
the school curriculum," Potts said. Another meeting is
planned next week to deal with curriculum issues.

"Cleaning up the vandalism costs the state a lot of
money," he said. "I think the last time was during the
Poly Royal." Potts said.

Potts added, "The open discussion last week showed that
the student council is trying to solve the vandalism
problem and not just hide it."

A poll taken before the open discussion revealed the
controversy surrounding the vandalism problem. The poll
asked if the paint should be removed. "About half of the
respondents voted yes and almost half voted no," Potts
said. "The comments made during the poll were varied
from the traditional fingerpainting to others who said the paint
should be kept." Potts said.
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Granting tenure kept out of students' hands

From page 1

Suspension, demotion, or dismissal of a tenured faculty member is recommended by the president to the chancellor, who makes a final decision. The tenured individual may make an appeal to the CSU board of trustees before they are disciplined. CSU students have tried for some time to get involved in the tenure process. Two years ago an attempt was made to get students into membership positions on the system's Retention, Tenure, and Promotion committees. That effort ended when the CSU trustees defeated the move by one vote.

ASI promotes bus ridership

From page 1

"People need to understand that this service will be dropped if they don't make use of it," he said.

Doyle also recently met with the administrative assistant to the Public Works Department of San Luis Obispo and Valencia to discuss the possibility of the city system managing the Tropicana buses, which also face extinction next year.

Poor attitude bars success

by Kristen Simon

A poor attitude is the only obstacle between a student and success, according to a San Luis Obispo financial planner and Cal Poly alumnus.

Jeff Forrest, former city civil service director for the Society for the Advancement of Management, told the group of SAM students that people expect to be rejected, will be rejected. "A positive outlook is the key to success," he added.


With such an interesting hobby, it is not surprising that Hurst is past it in face of dull. He has worked a variety of odd jobs and at one time his slogan was "fix everything, including a broken heart." He served in Vietnam for a year after enlisting in 1967 and was seen "playing a bucket" in the movie "Bound For Glory" with David Carradine.

Hurst came to San Luis Obispo on Dec. 31, looking for a place to live so he could start winter quarter as an agricultural engineering major.

"The best dog I ever had came from San Luis Obispo," he said. "I guess that is part of the reason I decided to go to school here."

"If they can't open with the students, something is wrong," he said.

Use flowers for what ails you: an inexpensive folk remedy

From page 1

Hurst said he buys the remedies from the Flower Essence Society but that he has been the essence once by himself.

"I had a tough engine problem with my car so I made Scotch Broon by the sunshine method," he said. "When you're feeling despair, Scotch Broon is the one; it gives motivation and perseverance."

Hurst said that science can't be proven in determining how the flowers work but the important thing is that they do work.

"When you get a song in your mind you just can't get rid of. White Chestnuts give you awareness and lift your personality," he said. "The song will go away."

Hurst claimed the basic problem of modern medicine is that it concentrates on the body and not on the patient. This increases the power disease has over the body.

"Physical ailments start in the mind," he said. "The root cause of all disease is greed, hate, cruelty, selfishness and indecision."

Hurst has been interested in flower remedies since he wrote to the Flower Essence Society in 1979 after hearing about it on KZAP radio in Sacramento.
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"Careers in English"  
For you English majors who wonder what you're going to do after graduation, the English Club is bringing Carol Moore to speak on "Careers in English" today at 11 a.m. in the English Building, Room 213.

Stop offshore drilling  
The Young Democrats will discuss a petition to stop offshore oil drilling along the Central Coast at their meeting today in the Science Building, Room E-29, at 11.

Deep sea fishing  
ASB Outings is sponsoring an afternoon of deep sea fishing off of Morro Bay Saturday, Jan. 29. Price is $21. For signups drop by the Escape Route downstairs in the University Union or call 544-1287.

Poly Notes  
**Travel Faire**  
If you've always wanted to travel but thought it was too expensive, there are some surprises for you at the Travel Center's Travel Faire Friday, Jan. 28 from 10 to 3 p.m. in the University Union, Room 220. There will be plenty of information on low cost world travel.

**Dance Concert**  
Catch the talented Orchestra Dance Club tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theater.

**AIAA meeting**  
Poly Royal, the Douglas trip, and a special project will be the topics discussed at tonight's AIAA meeting at 8 p.m. in the Science Building, Room E-46.

**Sequoia reunion**  
Sequoia Hall dormies in 1979-80, there will be a reunion Friday, Jan. 28. 543-1429.

**Surf and Wear**  
Largest Selection  
Best Service  
Wetsuit & Surfboard Repair Shop  
18 Month Extended Warranty

**Bassman Productions**  
*The Graduate* with **ZBB**  
Presents a full evening of entertainment with **Josie Cotton**

**Peking Palace**  
of San Luis Obispo  
MANDARIN CUISINE  
Oriental Beers & Local Wines

---

**Mozart birthday run**  
You can help the Mozart Festival Association celebrate Mozart's birthday Jan. 29 with a 5-mile run. The race begins and ends at the Veteran's Hall. The gun goes off at 8 a.m. and entry fee is $3. Concert tickets, running shorts, and other prizes will be awarded.

---

**Mandarin Cuisine**  
Oriental Beers & Local Wines

---

**Oriental Beers & Local Wines**

---

**Bassman Productions**

---

**The Graduate**

---

**Josie Cotton**
Livestock judging team places third in Denver

by Margie Cooper

How can people judge a good piece of meat? Go to a locker description: Look at pictures of the “Men at Cal Poly”? Maybe they could do good judging. The team members from Cal Poly’s Livestock Judging Team, who recently returned from the National Western Stock Show in Denver.

The six team members, led by agricultural business major Mark Reichle, finished third overall out of 25 teams competing for honors in the Senior College Livestock Judging Contest held in Colorado over the weekend of Jan. 15.

Members were asked to evaluate three “meat” animal species (swine, sheep and cattle) and horses based on the animal’s potential for meat and breeding. Officials preside over the competition and give evaluations also. Team members try to match their scores with how the animals placed in the livestock.

Animals are judged in 12 categories or classes, with four animals to a class. After the livestock are rated, the officials request team members to justify their reasons by giving an “oral presentation.” Reichle held individual honors by placing first in swine judging and 4th in beef cattle judging and being rated 5th as overall high individual. Fellow team member Jim Vyn placed 4th in sheep judging. Other members were Chris Benevides, Janice Holmes, Bonide Marteloff and alternate Kathleen Andreoli.

Aspects of future housing addressed in winning essay

by Brian Bullock

Housing problems in the future are on the minds of many architects, interior designers and landscape architects. These problems were addressed in an award-winning essay by a Cal Poly landscape architecture student.

Luis Fischer won first place in an essay contest sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders. To accept this award, she was flown to Washington D.C. along with the second and third place winners. The question the contestants were asked to answer was, “What do you expect in terms of location, design and financing in tomorrow’s home and how will those affect your life style?”

Fischer’s answer to the thesis question was supplied by research gained from her senior project and information on the contest was discussed by changes.

“My mother is the one who pointed out to me the need for day care for their children while they work, she explained.

“Another change in the design of the typical home is the emphasis on putting the computer and the family. For instance, in some new developments, the kitchen is connected to the family room, where the family can eat, listen to music and use the computer simultaneously.

The Chinese Student Association is a member group of the Multicultural Center of Cal Poly’s Associated Students Inc.

Chinese host banquet

Cal Poly’s Chinese Student Association (CSA) will celebrate its 20th anniversary this Saturday. The city of Arroyo Grande will be the site of the event which begins the Chinese New Year and will show in order to mark the beginning of the year of the Boar, 4651.

The annual day of the event begins the Chinese calendar on Feb. 19, but the dinner is having a lunch at noon on Saturday, Feb. 9, in San Luis Obispo’s Veterans Memorial Building, 601 Grand Ave.

The event will begin at 6 p.m. with a special meal followed by live traditional entertainment. The main event is a year wrought on lemon, chicken, beef kabobs with a Chinese sauce, air-fried pork with vegetables, white rice, mixed vegetables, tea, almond pudding, and cookies.

The program will consist of the lion dance, ribbon dance and fan dance; a martial arts demonstration; and a performance on the jung, an ancient Chinese stringed instrument. Members of CSA will perform in the entertainment.

The public is invited. All tickets are priced at $7.50. They are being sold by Dick Wong, who can be contacted by telephone at 544-3889, or Mrs. Stella Loong at 544-1414.

The Chinese Student Association is a member group of the Multicultural Center of Cal Poly’s Associated Students Inc.
Craig Heidenreich, a Cal Poly Student majoring in English, has taken on the ambitious project of William Shakespeare’s “Hamlet,” which will be presented in the Cal Poly Theatre on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Feb. 17, 18, and 19.

Curtain time for all performances will be at 8 p.m.

Heidenreich, who presently resides in Santa Maria, is not new to theater in general nor Shakespeare in particular. Raised in San Diego, he auditioned for the city’s famed Old Globe Theatre and was accepted as an apprentice at the age of 17. The Old Globe thought enough of his talent that they sent him to New York to study at the Juilliard School for two years after which he returned to San Diego and became a member of the Globe’s professional company.

During his tenure at the Old Globe he performed in numerous leading and supporting roles in such plays as “Troilus and Cressida,” “As You Like It,” “You Never Can Tell,” and “Winter’s Tale.”

Reserved seat tickets for the Cal Poly production of “Hamlet” are $3.50. They can be purchased at the Julian A. McPhee University Union Ticket Office on campus. Information can be obtained by calling 546-1410.

Heidenreich was associate director for last year’s Cal Poly production of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” and is familiar to Central Coast audiences by way of his portrayal of Bottom in that same production.

He said he chose “Hamlet” because “it is my favorite play; this will be my third production of Hamlet.” Also it is basically a single plot, linear play, therefore it needs fewer stage moves to make it work.

“I am convinced that ‘Hamlet’ will provide a more rewarding evening of entertainment that a less important play. It is an opportunity for Cal Poly to see and perform a classical period piece,” he added.

Since “Hamlet,” on a modern stage, would normally run four hours, Heidenreich has chosen to cut 1,000 lines of dialogue from the play. “However,” says the director, “there is only one small scene entirely gone and I took great care to preserve the meter of the verse.”

In view of the fact that the title role is emotionally and physically taxing—almost half of the play’s dialogue belongs to Hamlet—He chose to audition and begin rehearsals for the role five weeks prior to bringing in the remainder of the cast. The role of Hamlet is to be portrayed by Aaron Elmore who has been in rehearsal since last October.

The remainder of the cast includes Lisa Jemsen, Melissa Carmichael, Max Daniels, Mike Beguelin, Tracy Biller, Michelle Pemberton, Jesse Frank, Dowse, John Thomas, Rafael Herrero, Mike Griffith, Larry Kahle, Jim Montrass, Chuck Walker, and Valarie Zinner.

Past Poly workers honored

Two men whose combined term of employment at Cal Poly total 44 years have been honored as emeritus members of the University support staff. Both retired from university service last month.

Named by President Warren Baker, were Wilbur T. Erpenbach and K. John Mayeda, both residents of San Luis Obispo. Erpenbach, who most recently was an equipment technician in the Electronic and Electrical Engineering Department, had been employed at the university since 1954, and Mayeda, a building maintenance worker in the Electrical Engineering Department, has been employed since 1964.
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Orchesis is energy and illusions

by Teresa Mariani
Staff Writer

Energy is the word this week for Cal Poly dancers as they rehearse for "Dance Illusions," this year's performance by the Orchesis dance club.

The 28 dancers in Orchesis have been working since September choreographing the show's 19 numbers. "Illusions" director and Cal Poly dance instructor Annette Hackman said the students started working 10 hours a week on the show in September. Since the beginning of January, the dancers have been spending some 30 hours a week rehearsing and polishing the dance numbers, she said.

The polish shined during Wednesday night's dress rehearsal. The dancers zipped through the show after listening to a pep talk by Hackman: "Remember — smiling, everything up. No matter what happens."

The 19 numbers range from a mini-skirted aerobics piece that resembles "Solid Gold," to classical ballet, a Chinese folk dance to a Broadway "Chorus Line" complete with hats and canes; all the way to a narrated exercise in Chinese Tai-Chi.

Along with ballet and jazz numbers, "Illusions" features some modern dance solos by controlled, graceful dancers. One innovative number is danced entirely in silhouette — with the dancers shadowed against an icy blue background.

The polish shined during Wednesday night's dress rehearsal. The dancers zipped through the show after listening to a pep talk by Hackman: "Remember — smiling, everything up. No matter what happens."

The 19 numbers range from a mini-skirted aerobics piece that resembles "Solid Gold," to classical ballet, a Chinese folk dance to a Broadway "Chorus Line" complete with hats and canes; all the way to a narrated exercise in Chinese Tai-Chi.

Along with ballet and jazz numbers, "Illusions" features some modern dance solos by controlled, graceful dancers. One innovative number is danced entirely in silhouette — with the dancers shadowed against an icy blue background.

Orchesis Club president, Chris Young kicks her leg high for the "Black Tie Affair."

"Black Tie Affair" dancers (left to right) Pam Hudock, Chris Young, Alisa Goughnour, Kristen Chase and Cliff Brown grab their hats and canes for a showy number.
Senior Louie Montano puts another notch in his win belt, this one against his Oregon opponent.

Trizzino beat Montano twice at this year's Midlands Tournament. But Montano has been on a winning streak since he first entered high school. The 22-year-old Calexico, California native played three sports as a prepster, earning letters in football, wrestling, and baseball.

In football, Montano made all-league twice as a quarterback. He threw for 1,524 yards his senior year and won most-valuable-player honors. On the wrestling mat, Montano earned a 95-15 mark in four years. He went 22-1 as a senior and placed third in the 1978 state championships. He was also a catcher on the baseball team.

Montano chose wrestling over football as a college sport, despite the fact that he received scholarship offers to play football at the University of Hawaii and San Jose State.

"Wrestling was not a big sport for me in high school," said Montano. "Football was my big sport. But it was my size (5'9'') that made me choose wrestling. I didn't want to be another undersized quarterback. I thought I'd succeed more in college wrestling."

Now, Montano is glad he made the choice he did. His overall record at Poly is now 88-16. Last year he placed eighth in the NCAA Division 1 championships, earning All-American honors with a 32-4 record. He lost a quarterfinal match in the championships to twotime national champion Bobby Stewart of Oklahoma State in overtime, 4-3.

"Last year was a really good year," Montano said. "But I feel much better this year. When I wrestled Stewart I proved to myself that I could go with anybody in the nation at any level. I feel much more mature."

Montano says that wrestling has done a lot for him in developing his character, conditioning his mind, and building his patience.

"I realized since I've been at Cal Poly, that a person needs a lot of patience with himself," he said. "You'll come across a lot of obstacles which you've got to overcome. You have to work harder and harder to become better."

"I've had a lot of problems, but everybody faces problems. You have to be patient."

One more problem Montano faces is Jim Zalesky of Iowa, the nation's number one-ranked wrestler at 154 pounds. Last year Zalesky beat Montano in the latter's fourth match of the season 8-6. But Montano says he was not up to par, condition-wise.

Hitchcock thinks Montano can go far this year.

Every coach in any sport likes to have athletes he can count on to perform. Cal Poly wrestling coach Vaughan Hitchcock has one of those guys. Somebody he can really count on. To win.

The guy is senior Louie Montano.

This season Montano has steamrolled to a 24-0 record and a number two ranking in national mat polls. His only two losses were to Scott Zalesky of Iowa, the nation's current number two wrestler and member of the Trizzino, a former Iowa Hawkeye Wrestling Club.

Montano, a former Iowa Hawkeye Wrestling Club, has been at Cal Poly, that a person needs a lot of patience with himself," he said. "You'll come across a lot of obstacles which you've got to overcome. You have to work harder and harder to become better.

"I've had a lot of problems, but everybody faces problems. You have to be patient."

One more problem Montano faces is Jim Zalesky of Iowa, the nation's number one-ranked wrestler at 154 pounds. Last year Zalesky beat Montano in the latter's fourth match of the season 8-6. But Montano says he was not up to par, condition-wise.

Hitchcock thinks Montano can go far this year.
A last home hurrah

Skye goodbye to the wrestling and women's gymnastics teams. They're going on trips. While the wrestlers make their last appearance at home tonight against Cal State Bakersfield, taking their hit show on the road until the NCAA Western Regionals late next month, the gymnastics team is already packing its duffel bags. One of the items the team will tuck away is Poly topping the Gauchos 166.95-165.20, in good form against UCSB, a Poly gymnast exhibits a moment of style on the balance beam.

A wrestler looks a little stunned to find things aren't going his way.

In good form against UCSB, a Poly gymnast exhibits a moment of style on the balance beam.
Yea, corporations!

American big business deserves a pat on the back for a job well done. No kidding.

For all our tirades against the increasing power and gripping control American corporations have on the U.S. and world economies, we have to admit they are doing something worthy of praise.

Several companies have joined forces with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to protect wildlife in several areas of the country and help inform the public on the plight of endangered species. An article in the Los Angeles Times tells how private businesses are funding areas of the service the federal government cannot afford to fund.

DuPont is footing the bill for the construction of a $150,000 bald eagle breeding facility. Seagrams and Sons funds a color brochure on the eagle's endangered status, and advertises it tastefully, says the service, on the label of its Eagle Rare Bourbon.

"I can say without fear of challenge," said the service's public affairs chief Alan Levitt, "that Seagrams has done more to publicize the plight of the eagle than the federal government will ever do, or ever will. The government simply doesn't have the money to match Seagram's work."

The fish and wildlife service is attempting to forge other alliances with private companies whose products either rely on or are visually represented, like Eagle Rare Bourbon, by wildlife. The companies insist they are sincere in their concern, saying that if they tried to use "hokum and hoopla" their customers would know it and quit using the product.

The contracts for these arrangements are carefully policed and approved by the federal service. All copy and advertisements must be cleared through it, and it allows only simple identification of sponsors on products like brochures and films.

Unfortunately, some businesses are not so taken with the idea. Red Lobster, Restaurants, Inc., the country's largest seafood buyer, recently turned down an attempt by the service to get the corporation to support its programs to preserve wetlands. "It was a big blow," said Levitt. "We feel they're one of our highest priorities, and Red Lobster could have made a difference."

But considering the actions of DuPont and Seagram's for the bald eagle, and in the hopes of further similar partnerships, maybe American business does have some heart left. Even if the funds are a fraction of their profits, they are the lifeblood of programs like that of the eagle. We commend the companies for their support and encourage others to do the same.

Perhaps with a little more help like this, Seagrams will have to change the name of its bourbon. The noun "eagle" will no longer correspond to the adjective "rare."
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Aero project correction

Editor: I am writing to correct a few errors in the article entitled "Aero project is Da Vinci's flight dream" in the January 19 edition of the Mustang Daily.

First, I did not "design and build" the entire center section, only the part that connects the wings. The center section was the result of several students' work. Also, the price requirement is to hover at any altitude for one minute, during which the helicopter must momentarily reach 400 pounds. The wing is not a biplane configuration, but more closely resembles a two-bladed helicopter. And as for the Da Vinci looking like a "sickly, grounded condor," well, some people just don't know good engineering when they see it.

Mike Mittino